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Colour, both in its material and light dimensions, played a leading role in Medieval and 

Renaissance visual culture. Taking part in altarpieces, sculptures, architecture, tapestries, 

wall paintings and illuminated manuscripts, colour embraced multiple variants. Likewise, the 

translucent, ethereal but also brilliant and changing tones of enameled pieces and 

goldsmiths, gems, mosaics and stained glasses acquired an equally vital importance. Far 

from the imaginaries built during the nineteenth century about a Middle Ages plunged into 

dark and monochromatic grey buildings, the language of colour and light was a constant 

factor in the visual cultures of this period. 

Since the last decades of the past twentieth century, the investigations of Michel Pastoureau 

reconsidered colour as an object of historical study plausible itself to be approached as a 

visual code from its multiple symbolic, social, cultural and religious dimensions. Moreover, 

Herbert L. Kessler stressed the dynamic and material performance of colours and Jean-

Claude Bonne emphasized their diverse roles within ornamentation. In addition, specific 

investigations began to be carried out on typologies, modes of application and commercial 

routes of pigments used for the production of illuminated manuscripts, as well as collective 

studies on the diversity of techniques and the relationships between makers and patrons. 
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This dossier aims to open a new field of debate on the ways in which colour appears and 

acts on pictorial surfaces of different images, objects, devices and spaces produced 

between the eleventh and fifteenth centuries. Within this broad temporal spectrum, it is not 

intended to focus only on the Medieval and Renaissance West, but also on chromatic 

objectualities from the East and from groups considered the "otherness" from Western 

Christianity perspective, in order to rethink the diversity of processes, exchanges, 

assimilations and overlaps. How did colours circulate in their different versions? ; how were 

material and symbolic exchange networks woven?; what were the roles of the itinerant and 

permanent painters, circles and workshops of artisans?; how did the technical and material 

knowledge of colour spread among them?; how did patrons and receivers interact?; what 

iconographic and ornamental relationships can engage colours with images? 

We invite to submit papers related at least to one of the following topics: 

1. Qualities of pictorial matter: diversity of supports, pigments, materials and 

techniques. Plurality of materials as interaction devices with the pictorial surface: 

pastiglia reliefs, use of gold leaf, etc. 

2. Painting and praxis: recipe books, treatises and model compilation notebooks. 

3. Medieval theories on colour, light, materiality and their symbolic dimensions. 

4. The roles of artisans and patrons: miniaturists, painters and enamellers’ ways of 

making. From monastic environments to secular workshops. Regulations, the action 

of guilds, contracts. 

5. Reception and agency of the pictorial matter: changes, interventions, damages, 

outrages. 

6. Iconographic, constructive, syntactic, symbolic, aesthetic and rhythmic roles of 

ornamentation. 

7. The pictorial materiality in objects and Islamic environments: their interactions with 

the Christian sphere. 

8. Details and features in Medieval and Renaissance pictorial works (paintings, 

illuminated manuscripts) belonging to the Latin American artistic heritage. Collecting, 

museographical links and historiographical perspectives. 
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